
  What do our readers say? 
 
Karolina Patryk said:  
Hello, We are Karolina & Patryk from 
http://karolinapatryk.com. We write blog about 
travels just like you. Your blog is awesome and 
you have a lot of interesting information. We 
want know more about you. 

The Adventures of TK and G-man said:  
We just visited your blog … and really enjoyed 
the stuff you write. Reading it has us hungry for 
our own traveling adventures! 

Barbara Parker said: (about Craigmillar Castle 
article) 
Wonderful article and especially the photos! I 
really liked the interior photos of where my 
ancestral family of Gilmour's would have 
resided. Thanks. 
 
Jeff Titelius said: (about Jupiter Lighthouse 
article) 
I love lighthouses!! And what a fascinating 
history behind this one too! Loved your insights 
into the operations and your photography is 
brilliant. Thanks for such an awesome post. 
 
Edward Jac said: (about Stirling Castle article) 
Amazing place, I arranged a tour to visit this 
place thanks for sharing… I like it. 
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  Ageless GlobeTravels has been providing travel 
inspiration, tips and reviews since 2009 and our 
site went live as a “Website for the Independent 
Traveler” in 2010.   

For the last five years we have focused on 
Australia, Europe, Great Britain and United 
States, and we look forward to exploring more 
of the world in the future and adding to our ever 
expanding travel knowledge and resource 
database.  

We feature in-depth travel essays for the arm-
chair traveler and for those who wish to learn 
more about the sites they will be visiting during 
their trip or simply reminisce about past travels.  
Our essays also provide useful information 
regarding itinerary choices for trip-planners.  

Our reviews of hotels and restaurants include 
only those we found either good or excellent.  
We simply do not include those we found 
unacceptable, so if a Hotel or Restaurant 
appears on our site, you can be sure we found it 
worthy of mention!    

We include lots of professional quality 
photographs and fun video within our essays 
and reviews for the enjoyment of our readers 
because as you know…..photographs can be 
worth a thousand words……especially in the 
travel industry!    

 

A Partnership  
with Ageless GlobeTravels 

 We will promote your brand or 
destination to a wide variety of 
faithful readers and travelers using 
a number of social media 
platforms. 

 We provide the utmost 
professionalism, initiative and 
enthusiasm when promoting your 
destination and give our readers an 
informed opinion about our 
experience. 

 We create high-quality, evergreen 
content which draw readers and 
social-media viewers long after the 
original publication. We also check 
back to update hotel and restaurant 
reviews. 

 We are constantly increasing our 
social media presence and 
perfecting our writing, photography 
and video skills to create ever-
more engaging and interesting 
content for our readers. 

 

Audience:  Top Countries 

US 34% - UK 10% - France 6% - Spain 5% - Greece 
5% - Germany 4% - Belgium 3% - Brazil 2.5% - 

Italy 2.5 - Netherlands 2.5%  

Twitter followers:  over 2400 authentic 
followers (No Purchased Fakes!) 

While Ageless GlobeTravels is still a relatively new 
site, we are happy to announce that we are 
rapidly increasing our Usage Statistics, Audience 
Reach and Social Media Presence, month after 
month! 


